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 Introduction 

 The evolution of the prefrontal cortex in primates has 
captured the attention of neuroscientists for decades be-
cause of its purported role in human-like cognitive ca-
pacities such as coordinated purposeful behaviour to-
wards reaching higher-level goals [Asplund et al., 2010; 
Miller and Cohen, 2001], high levels of social information 
processing [Adolphs, 2009], metacognitive introspective 
abilities [Fleming et al., 2010], and language. Early allo-
metric studies indicated a disproportionate increase in 
the human prefrontal cortex compared to other primates 
[Blinkov and Glezer, 1968; Brodmann, 1912; Passingham, 
1973] leading to suggestions that the prefrontal cortex is 
the neural basis of what makes humans unique [Deacon, 
1997]. More recent studies investigating relative size ex-
pansion of prefrontal subregions suggest that prefrontal 
expansion may be characterized by more than the pre-
dicted expansion in particular prefrontal regions (e.g. 
area BA10 and Broca’s area in humans) rather than a gen-
eral expansion of the prefrontal cortex as a whole [Schen-
ker et al., 2010; Semendeferi et al., 2001]. Research looking 
at the cytoarchitectonic organization of prefrontal areas 
such as Broca’s area suggests prefrontal homologies link-
ing human to ape and even monkey brains [Petrides, 
2005; Petrides et al., 2005; Schenker et al., 2008; Tagliala-
tela et al., 2008]. These studies call into question whether 
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 Abstract 
 The prefrontal cortex is commonly associated with cognitive 
capacities related to human uniqueness: purposeful actions 
towards higher-level goals, complex social information pro-
cessing, introspection, and language. Comparative investi-
gations of the prefrontal cortex may thus shed more light on 
the neural underpinnings of what makes us human. Using 
histological data from 19 anthropoid primate species (6 apes 
including humans and 13 monkeys), we investigate cross-
species relative size changes along the anterior (prefrontal) 
and posterior (motor) axes of the cytoarchitectonically de-
fined frontal lobe in both hemispheres. Results reveal differ-
ent scaling coefficients in the left versus right prefrontal 
hemisphere, suggest that the primary factor underlying the 
evolution of primate brain architecture is left hemispheric 
prefrontal hyperscaling, and indicate that humans are the 
extreme of a left prefrontal ape specialization in relative 
white to grey matter volume. These results demonstrate a 
neural adaptive shift distinguishing the ape from the mon-
key radiation possibly related to a cognitive grade shift be-
tween (great) apes and other primates. 
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the uniqueness of the human brain is solely a matter of 
the evolution of new areas and further emphasize the im-
portance of investigating putative patterns of change in 
relative prefrontal size in order to better understand 
whether relative size changes of the prefrontal cortex are 
a significant factor in the evolution of primate brain or-
ganization and which aspects of human prefrontal size 
changes stand out. 

  Suggestions towards human phyletic uniqueness of 
the prefrontal cortex have mainly come from allometric 
studies. These studies identify quantitative structural 
changes in a brain structure (e.g. relative size, cortical 
folding, white to grey matter ratio) relative to the predict-
ed changes observed across the primate order. More spe-
cifically, allometric studies investigate the extent to which 
quantitative structural changes in particular structures 
scale disproportionately (non-isometrically or allometri-
cally) compared to other structures over the course of 
millions of years of evolution across many species. Al-
though allometric deviations do not allow direct func-
tional inferences [Passingham, 2002], allometric trends 
are crucial because they affect size-dependent cytoarchi-
tectonic features such as cell morphology, neural/glial ra-
tio, lamination and myelination. Moreover, there is in-
creasing evidence in humans [Carreiras et al., 2009; Dra-
ganski et al., 2004; Fleming et al., 2010; Scholz et al., 2009] 
and extensive longstanding evidence across the animal 
kingdom [DeVoogd et al., 1993; Huber et al., 1997; Iwa-
niuk and Wylie, 2007; Smith et al., 2010] that quantitative 
changes in brain anatomy correlate to behavioural capac-
ity. An allometrically observed deviation in quantitative 
structural changes of a particular structure in a particu-
lar species may therefore contribute to explaining devi-
ated (or specialized) function.

  Studies investigating whether the relative size of the 
human prefrontal cortex deviates from what is predicted 
based on the primate pattern (i.e. whether the human 
prefrontal cortex is indeed relatively larger than predict-
ed for a primate of our brain size) have come to different 
conclusions: some authors have suggested that humans 
have a significantly larger prefrontal cortex than predict-
ed [Blinkov and Glezer, 1968; Brodmann, 1912; Deacon, 
1997; McBride et al., 1999; Passingham, 1973; Schoene-
mann et al., 2005], while others suggest human frontal 
and prefrontal cortex is not larger than predicted [Bush 
and Allman, 2004; Holloway, 2002; Jerison, 1997, 2007; 
Semendeferi et al., 2002; Uylings and Van Eden, 1990] 
and human prefrontal evolution may be characterized by 
more than the predicted expansion in particular prefron-
tal regions rather than a general expansion of the prefron-

tal cortex as a whole [Semendeferi et al., 2001]. This con-
tention is largely due to difficulties in mapping cytoarchi-
tectonic landmarks of the prefrontal cortex across 
primates [Semendeferi et al., 2002; Sherwood et al., 2005], 
resulting in different anatomical methods and different 
definitions of frontal and prefrontal cortex. Currently, 
there is no common agreement on whether the human 
prefrontal cortex as a whole is, in fact, disproportionately 
larger compared to that in other primates.

  Besides questions pertaining to relative size, questions 
about prefrontal asymmetry have been largely ignored in 
comparative allometric studies despite suggestions of 
prefrontal functional asymmetries in humans [Berkman 
and Lieberman, 2010; Corbetta and Shulman, 2002], the 
demonstration of structural asymmetries in human pre-
frontal areas such as Broca’s area [Amunts et al., 1999; 
Uylings et al., 2006] and the observation of frontal neu-
roanatomical asymmetries related to the production of 
lateralized communicative behaviour in chimpanzees 
[Taglialatela et al., 2006]. Considering the functional and 
structural prefrontal asymmetries observed in humans, 
the prefrontal cytoarchitectonic homologies in prefrontal 
areas such as Broca’s area between humans and other pri-
mates and the cortical asymmetries found in chimpan-
zees [Hopkins, 2007; Hopkins et al., 2007a–c; Hopkins et 
al., 2008] one may predict prefrontal structural asymme-
tries also to occur in other primates. We investigate here 
allometric trends in prefrontal white matter, grey matter 
and white + grey matter (i.e. overall volume) in 19 pri-
mate species ( fig. 1 ) in both left and right hemispheres. 
We use cytoarchitectonic criteria to delineate the frontal 
lobe and subsequently use a bootstrap-like procedure to 
investigate allometric trends in the  anterior (prefrontal) 
and posterior (motor) areas of the frontal lobe. Through 
incorporating data on both hemispheres, we investigate 
putative prefrontal hemispheric structural asymmetries. 

  Materials and Methods 

 Brain Data and Delineation Procedure 
 Brain Data 
 We examined brains from 19 anthropoid species (including 

humans). For all non-human primate species 1 individual was 
analyzed, for humans 8 individuals were analyzed. All brain data 
is housed at the C. & O. Vogt Institute for Brain Research (Hein-
rich Heine University, Düsseldorf, Germany). This collection 
consists of serial, Nissl-stained brain sections. Because previous 
research has suggested sexual dimorphism in primate brain 
structure evolution is expected to occur [Lindenfors, 2005; Lin-
denfors et al., 2007], we focus on males to avoid the possible con-
founding effect of putative sex differences. Of the 18 non-human 
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species in our sample, only 4 are female:  Pan paniscus ,  Nasalis 
larvatus ,  Procolobus badius , and  Lagothrix lagotricha . Of the hu-
mans, 3 are female: 54491, 5694, and 6895.

  Frontal Delineation Procedure 
 The frontal lobe is defined as the part of the neocortex ante-

rior to the boundary between the primary motor cortex (area 4) 
and the somatosensory cortex (area 3). The border between area 
4 and area 3 is defined based on six cytoarchitectonical changes 
between area 4 and area 3 [Bush and Allman, 2004; Sherwood et 
al., 2004]: cell shape (pyramidal and elongated Betz cells vs. ab-
sence of Betz cells); cell density (low vs. high); cell size (large vs. 
small); granular layer IV (absent vs. present); border between 
white and grey matter (diffuse vs. sharp), and lamination (diffuse 
vs. sharp). The cortical boundary between area 4 and area 3 was 
mapped by J.B.S. in non-human primates and taken from the Jü-
lich/Düsseldorf brain atlas (data from Geyer et al. [1999] and 
Matelli et al. [2004]) in human individuals. The boundaries be-
tween cortical white and grey matter and between cortical white 
matter and non-cortical structures were mapped by J.B.S. in all 
individuals. For all individuals, frontal lobe volume was comput-
ed based on an analysis of 20 equidistant sections (for more details 
on the delineation and volume estimation procedures used, see 
Smaers et al. [2010]). Frontal lobe and total brain volumes for all 
individuals are presented in online supplementary table 1 (www.
karger.com/doi/10.1159/000323671).

  Prefrontal Delineation Procedure 
 For each brain, all delineation procedures were applied sepa-

rately within each hemisphere. Considering the difficulties in 
mapping cytoarchitectonic landmarks of the prefrontal cortex 
across a large sample of primate species, we applied a bootstrap-
like approach based on the cytoarchitectonic delineation of the 
frontal lobe (for which landmarks are commonly agreed upon). 
The frontal lobe was subdivided into an anterior and posterior 
end in order to investigate those areas in which the prefrontal and 
frontal motor areas are located. The subdivision between anterior 
and posterior frontal lobe was attained by separately analyzing 
the most anterior sections (first 10 out of a total of 20 sections 
from the anterior to the posterior border of the frontal lobe) from 
the most posterior sections (first 10 out of a total of 20 sections 
from posterior to anterior border). We then calculated volumes 
cumulatively along both the anterior and posterior ends of the 
frontal lobe (volume up to the 1st section, up to the 2nd section, 
up to the 10th section), providing a cumulative distribution of 
volumes along the anterior and posterior ends of the frontal lobe. 
Cumulative volumes along the first three sections were not con-
sidered to avoid volumetric estimations based on too few sections 
(for both the anterior frontal and posterior frontal analyses). To 
investigate detailed allometric patterns along both the anterior 
and posterior ends of the frontal lobe, we computed (phylogenet-
ic general linear model, PGLM) regressions at each section inter-
val. For example, when investigating the relative volume along the 
anterior (prefrontal) end of the frontal lobe, we computed the cu-
mulative volume along the anterior end of the frontal lobe and 
regressed the cumulative volume at each section interval (not in-
cluding the first three) to ‘rest of brain’ volume (defined as total 
brain volume minus left frontal lobe volume for left anterior fron-
tal and minus right frontal volume for right anterior frontal). This 
provides us with 7 regressions allowing a detailed investigation of 

the allometric trends of prefrontal volume to rest of brain at dif-
ferent positions along the anterior end of the frontal lobe. The 
same approach, with necessary changes, was applied for the pos-
terior areas of the frontal lobe and the relative volume of the fron-
tal motor areas. This procedure does not provide a single volu-
metric measure of either prefrontal or frontal motor areas, but 
investigates allometric trends at different positions along the an-
terior and posterior ends of the frontal lobe, providing a detailed 
overview of the volumetric evolutionary trends along those fron-
tal areas where the prefrontal and frontal motor areas are located. 
Volumes of white and grey matter in both hemispheres up to the 
5th section of the anterior frontal are presented in online supple-
mentary table 2 (www.karger.com/doi/10.1159/000323671).

  Statistical Procedure 
 Phylogenetic Controls 
 Comparative phylogenetic methods are tools to deduce evolu-

tionary trends from observed extant species data based on their 
phylogenetic relatedness [Harvey and Pagel, 1991]. Data were an-
alyzed using the PGLM procedure as described by Gage and 
Freckleton [2003] and analyzed using the  APE  [Paradis et al., 
2004] package in  R  [R Development Core Team, 2010]. PGLM is 
equivalent to the phylogenetic generalized least squares approach 
[Martins and Hansen, 1997]. PGLM uses a maximum likelihood 
framework to estimate a parameter  lambda,  indicating the degree 
of phylogenetic dependence [Freckleton et al., 2002; Pagel, 1999]. 
 Lambda  varies between unity and zero where unity indicates that 
traits co-vary along the phylogeny according to their degree of 
shared ancestry (i.e. according to a Brownian motion model of 
trait evolution [Freckleton et al., 2002]) and zero indicates traits 
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  Fig. 1.  Phylogenetic tree of species incorporated into the analyses.  
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co-vary independently of their degree of shared ancestry. PGLM 
obtains estimates of regression slopes incorporating the degree of 
phylogenetic dependence (between unity and zero) by reference 
to an internal matrix of expected covariance based on the maxi-
mum likelihood estimate of  lambda . The phylogeny was taken 
from Smith and Cheverud [2002].

  Regression Procedure 
 To estimate whether humans are aligned with the general an-

thropoid pattern, scaling coefficients, residuals and 95% confi-
dence intervals were calculated based on non-human anthropoid 
data. Human residuals were subsequently computed using the 
non-human scaling coefficients. This procedure provides a ro-
bust estimate that allows one to evaluate whether or not humans 
are aligned with other anthropoid primates in terms of quantita-
tive structural changes along the (anterior and posterior) frontal 
lobe. Furthermore, all regression procedures were performed sep-
arately for each hemisphere. A disproportionate increase in rela-
tive volume in the right hemisphere must therefore be interpreted 
as an increase relative to the right hemisphere in other species and 
not as an increase relative to the left hemisphere. Following this 
procedure, any differences in relative volume of left versus right 
hemisphere are evaluated based on differences in allometric scal-
ing coefficients (scaling coefficients of left hemisphere across spe-
cies vs. scaling coefficients of right hemisphere across species). 
This procedure minimizes the potentially confounding effect of 
minor differences in section inclination relative to the longitudi-
nal axis across species inherent to the histological process and 
 allows estimating robust allometric differences between hemi-
spheres revealing lateralization.

  Results 

 The Anthropoid Pattern: Lateralization of the 
Prefrontal Cortex 
 The intercepts of the regression of prefrontal volume 

to rest of brain volume are consistently smaller in the left 
hemisphere compared to the right, while the slopes are 
consistently higher ( table 1 ). These results apply for anal-
yses involving overall prefrontal volume (white + grey 
matter) and for analyses of prefrontal white and grey 
matter separately ( table 1 ). These results suggest smaller-
brained anthropoids have relatively smaller left prefron-
tal cortex, but the relative size of the left prefrontal in-
creases disproportionately as total brain size increases to 
the point where the left prefrontal is predicted to be larg-
er in species for which rest of brain volume (total brain 
volume minus frontal lobe volume) is more than 150 ml 
( fig. 2 ). Observed values align with this prediction in 12 
out of 13 monkeys and 5 out of 6 apes: species for which 
rest of brain volume is larger than 150 ml (baboon and 
great apes) indicate prefrontal volumes (up until the 9th 
anterior frontal interval) to be larger in the left compared 
to the right, and species with rest of brain volumes small-

Table 1.  Slopes and intercepts of PGLM regressions of overall vol-
ume (white + grey matter), white matter volume and grey matter 
volume to rest of brain volume for subsequent intervals (represent-
ing cumulative volume) along the anterior axis of the frontal lobe

Left hemisphere R ight hemisphere

slope 95% CI slope 95% CI

Prefrontal overall volume
Interval 4 1.35 1.20–1.49 1.02 0.84–1.19
Interval 5 1.35 1.21–1.49 1.05 0.90–1.20
Interval 6 1.33 1.20–1.45 1.07 0.92–1.21
Interval 7 1.29 1.17–1.41 1.07 0.93–1.20
Interval 8 1.23 1.12–1.34 1.04 0.92–1.17
Interval 9 1.20 1.09–1.31 1.04 0.92–1.16
Interval 10 1.16 1.06–1.26 1.06 0.96–1.16

Prefrontal white matter volume
Interval 4 1.77 1.48–2.05 1.25 1.02–1.49
Interval 5 1.70 1.45–1.95 1.29 1.09–1.49
Interval 6 1.62 1.39–1.84 1.28 1.09–1.47
Interval 7 1.54 1.33–1.75 1.24 1.05–1.43
Interval 8 1.43 1.23–1.64 1.19 1.00–1.38
Interval 9 1.38 1.19–1.57 1.18 1.02–1.35
Interval 10 1.34 1.17–1.52 1.21 1.06–1.35

Prefrontal grey matter volume
Interval 4 1.29 1.16–1.43 0.97 0.81–1.14
Interval 5 1.29 1.16–1.43 1.00 0.85–1.14
Interval 6 1.26 1.14–1.39 1.02 0.88–1.15
Interval 7 1.23 1.11–1.35 1.02 0.89–1.15
Interval 8 1.17 1.07–1.28 1.00 0.87–1.12
Interval 9 1.14 1.04–1.24 0.99 0.87–1.11
Interval 10 1.10 1.00–1.20 1.00 0.90–1.10

Posterior frontal overall volume
Interval 4 0.99 0.89–1.09 1.04 0.88–1.19
Interval 5 1.03 0.94–1.13 1.09 0.94–1.23
Interval 6 1.06 0.96–1.16 1.10 0.97–1.23
Interval 7 1.07 0.97–1.18 1.11 0.99–1.23
Interval 8 1.07 0.97–1.17 1.10 0.99–1.22
Interval 9 1.06 0.95–1.16 1.10 0.99–1.21
Interval 10 1.06 0.96–1.15 1.10 1.00–1.20

Intercept 95% CI Intercept 95% CI

Prefrontal overall volume
Interval 4 –6.40 –7.07 to –5.74 –4.76 –5.56 to –3.96
Interval 5 –5.94 –6.59 to –5.30 –4.44 –5.14 to –3.74
Interval 6 –5.44 –6.04 to –4.85 –4.12 –4.78 to –3.46
Interval 7 –4.95 –5.51 to –4.38 –3.80 –4.42 to –3.17
Interval 8 –4.40 –4.92 to –3.88 –3.41 –4.00 to –2.82
Interval 9 –4.00 –4.50 to –3.51 –3.19 –3.75 to –2.62
Interval 10 –3.62 –4.10 to –3.14 –3.11 –3.57 to –2.65

Posterior frontal overall volume
Interval 4 –3.98 –4.42 to –3.53 –4.20 –4.94 to –3.47
Interval 5 –3.86 –4.31 to –3.41 –4.11 –4.78 to –3.44
Interval 6 –3.71 –4.18 to –3.25 –3.93 –4.54 to –3.32
Interval 7 –3.58 –4.07 to –3.10 –3.75 –4.32 to –3.18
Interval 8 –3.36 –3.83 to –2.88 –3.51 –4.05 to –2.97
Interval 9 –3.11 –3.59 to –2.64 –3.31 –3.82 to –2.80
Interval 10 –2.97 –3.41 to –2.53 –3.15 –3.61 to –2.70
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er than 150 ml indicate prefrontal volumes in the left to 
be smaller than in the right. One ape and one monkey 
did not align with this general trend: in humans (rest of 
brain volume  1 150 ml), volume along the anterior fron-
tal axis is on average 2.45% larger in the right compared 
to the left; in  Erythrocebus patas  (rest of brain volume 
 ! 150 ml), the left is on average 0.04% larger than the 
right. 

  Ape Uniqueness 
 Along the anterior axis of the frontal lobe in the left 

hemisphere, residuals of the regression of prefrontal 
white to grey matter volume are elevated in apes and hu-
mans compared to monkeys ( fig. 3 a). Moreover, apes in-
dicate a similar trend to humans, although human val-
ues are consistently around 1 residual higher and fall 
outside of the predicted non-human anthropoid pattern 
( fig. 3 a,  4 ). In the prefrontal area of the right hemisphere, 
the ape (excluding chimpanzee, see below) and monkey 
trends are indistinguishable, but the human residuals 
are consistently higher than predicted (although less so 
than for the left hemisphere;  fig. 3 b). Residuals of white 
to grey matter volume along the posterior axis of the 

frontal lobe (frontal motor areas) indicate identical ape 
(excluding chimpanzee) and monkey patterns in both 
hemispheres ( fig. 3 c, d). In the left hemisphere of the pos-
terior frontal lobe, human residuals are significantly 
higher than predicted (i.e. outside the 95% confidence 
interval;  fig. 3 c), but in the right hemisphere this is not 
the case as human residuals overlap with both apes and 
monkeys ( fig. 3 d). 

  Human (and Chimpanzee) Uniqueness 
 Human prefrontal volumes relative to rest of brain 

volume are in line with the non-human anthropoid pat-
tern for both hemispheres and for white matter, grey 
matter and overall volumes.  Figure 5  shows the PGLM 
regression of left prefrontal cortex overall volume 
( fig. 5 a), and prefrontal white ( fig. 5 b) and grey matter 
( fig. 5 c) volume to rest of brain volume for section inter-
val 5 (similar results were found for all other section in-
tervals along the anterior axis of the frontal lobe; see  ta-
ble  1 ), indicating that humans fall well within what is 
predicted based on the non-human anthropoid pattern. 
Humans indicate significantly more white to grey matter 
compared to the non-human anthropoid pattern in the 
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lobe. Data points represent left hemispher-
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left ( fig. 3 a) and right ( fig. 3 b) prefrontal area (with the 
left trend more pronounced) and in the left posterior 
frontal area ( fig. 3 c). This trend is most significant in the 
left hemisphere of both prefrontal and posterior frontal. 
In the most anterior intervals of the left prefrontal area 
( fig. 3 a) and the most posterior intervals of the left fron-
tal area ( fig. 3 c), no human individual lies below the up-
per 95% confidence interval. Chimpanzee  (Pan troglo-
dytes)  values fall in line with the ape trend for the left and 
right prefrontal ( fig.  3 a, b), lie between those of other 
non-human apes and humans for the right prefrontal 
( fig. 3 b) and left posterior frontal ( fig. 3 c), and approxi-
mate the maximum of the human values in the right pos-
terior frontal ( fig. 3 d). 

  Discussion 

 Despite suggestions of human prefrontal functional 
[Berkman and Lieberman, 2010; Corbetta and Shulman, 
2002] and structural [Hugdahl and Westerhausen, 2010; 
Uylings et al., 2006; Zilles et al., 1996] asymmetry, evi-
dence for prefrontal cytoarchitectonic homologies be-
tween humans and non-human primates [Petrides, 2005; 
Petrides et al., 2005; Schenker et al., 2008], and the im-
portance of the prefrontal cortex for the evolution of hu-
man-like cognitive capacities [Deacon, 1997], there has 
been only little comparative investigation into the evolu-
tion of prefrontal structural asymmetries across primates 
[Falk et al., 1990; Heilbroner and Holloway, 1989; Schen-
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  Fig. 5.  PGLM regression of overall prefrontal (white + grey matter;  a ), prefrontal white matter ( b ) and prefron-
tal grey matter volume ( c ) to rest of brain volume in the left hemisphere at the 5th cumulative interval along the 
anterior axis of the frontal lobe.                 
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ker et al., 2008; Sherwood et al., 2003]. Moreover, inves-
tigations into whether the human prefrontal cortex is ex-
ceptionally enlarged compared to other primates have 
been laden with contention because of difficulties in 
mapping prefrontal cytoarchitectonic landmarks across 
primates [Semendeferi et al., 2002; Sherwood et al., 2005], 
causing different authors to suggest different definitions 
of frontal and prefrontal cortex, resulting in different 
conclusions. 

  Schoenemann et al. [2005] used gross anatomical cri-
teria (everything anterior to the corpus callosum) to de-
fine the prefrontal area and concluded that human pre-
frontal cortex volume and particularly prefrontal white 
matter volume are exceptionally enlarged, suggesting a 
more than predicted increase in human prefrontal neural 
connectivity. The gross anatomical criteria of Schoene-
mann et al. [2005] to define the prefrontal area are, how-
ever, by some considered problematic and may cast doubts 
on their conclusions [Sherwood et al., 2005]. We use cy-
toarchitectonic criteria to define the frontal lobe (for 
which landmarks are commonly agreed upon) and sub-
sequently use a bootstrap approach to investigate volu-
metric changes along the anterior and posterior ends of 
the frontal lobe, employing the less problematic assump-
tion that allometric trends along the anterior part of the 
frontal lobe accurately reflect those in the prefrontal cor-
tex and allometric trends along the posterior part of the 
frontal lobe reflect those in frontal motor areas. More-
over, our approach includes separate analyses for each 
hemisphere, allowing inferring whether prefrontal cortex 
evolution is lateralized across primates.

  Our results suggest that relative prefrontal volume is 
not exceptionally enlarged in humans at any part along 
the anterior axis of the frontal lobe (for both white matter, 
grey matter, and white + grey matter). Additionally, our 
results indicate a robust lateralization in the evolution
of prefrontal volume. In anthropoid primates, smaller-
brained species have a significantly smaller left prefrontal 
cortex and as brains enlarge, the left prefrontal cortex 
enlarges disproportionately more than the right. This 
trend applies for white matter, grey matter and overall 
volume (white + grey matter;  table 1 ). For overall volume, 
150 ml is predicted as the rest of brain volume (defined as 
total brain volume minus left frontal lobe volume for left 
prefrontal and minus right frontal lobe volume for right 
prefrontal) at which the switch between smaller left than 
right and larger left than right occurs ( fig. 2 ). Observed 
values confirm this prediction in 12 out of 13 monkeys 
and 5 out of 6 apes. The exception for the ape trend are 
humans who indicate a relatively higher increase in right 

prefrontal relative volume (human residuals are the high-
est in a regression of right prefrontal volume to rest of 
brain volume, but do not exceed the 95% confidence in-
terval), resulting in minimal overall prefrontal volumet-
ric lateralization in humans. The different allometric 
trends observed in the left and right hemispheres across 
primates are also observed when estimating the scaling 
coefficients based only on monkey data (slope left: 1.35; 
slope right: 0.91; intercept left: –5.99; intercept right: 
–3.87; ‘switch’ at 113 ml of rest of brain volume). In other 
words, even without incorporating data on larger-brained 
species such as great apes, the monkey pattern correctly 
predicts the volumetric lateralization in larger-brained 
great apes (despite the fact that monkeys have the oppo-
site volumetric lateralization).

  Apes further distinguish themselves from monkeys in 
that they have evolved a distinct increase in relative white 
to grey matter volume in left (but not right!) prefrontal 
areas ( fig. 3 a, b). Humans follow this ape trend but to a 
degree significantly deviating from primate allometry 
( fig. 3 a,  4 ), aligning with suggestions of a human special-
ization in prefrontal white matter [Schoenemann et al., 
2005] and asymmetry of human white matter pathways 
[Catani et al., 2010]. Chimpanzees exhibit significantly 
more relative white to grey matter volume compared to 
other apes in the right prefrontal and left and right pos-
terior frontal ( fig 3 b–d). Increased cortical white matter 
in chimpanzees is supported by previous observations 
[Schenker et al., 2005] and recent work on the (extended) 
ontogenetic developmental growth of the prefrontal cor-
tex in chimpanzees [Sakai et al., in press] provides a pos-
sible biological explanation for the here observed in-
creased prefrontal white to grey matter volume, separat-
ing chimpanzees from other non-human apes. Increased 
white matter volume relative to grey matter volume is 
commonly interpreted as reflecting connectivity require-
ments related to increased neocortical size [Kaas, 2006], 
causing white matter to hyperscale to grey matter [Zhang 
and Sejnowski, 2000]. An increase in relative white to 
grey matter volume that is significantly higher than the 
predicted hyperscaling of white to grey matter volume 
may reflect a non-size-dependent increase in structural 
connectivity and/or increase in processing speed related 
to more integrated cognitive capacities. 

  The finding that, when compared to monkeys, apes 
(and especially humans) demonstrate a disproportionate 
enlargement of white relative to grey matter volume in 
the left (but not right) prefrontal, together with the ob-
served volumetric lateralization favouring increased left 
to right prefrontal volume in great apes compared to 
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monkeys, reflects a structural lateralization distinguish-
ing the ape from the monkey radiation. This structural 
lateralization in (great) apes (volumetric lateralization in 
great apes and white to grey matter lateralization in apes) 
may reflect a functional lateralization underlying a cog-
nitive grade shift between (great) apes and other pri-
mates. Inferring the behavioural implications of such a 
distinction remains difficult, although assuming a struc-
tural/functional correlation, possible pathways can be in-
ferred from studies indicating prefrontal function and 
prefrontal functional asymmetries. 

  Language has long been associated with prefrontal 
function, and left hemisphere dominance in language 
processing is broadly supported. Moreover, recent re-
search has shown that this hemispheric dominance for 
language in humans translates into structural asymme-
try in prefrontal areas such as Broca’s area [Amunts et al., 
1999; Uylings et al., 2006]. Our results suggest left pre-
frontal structural specialization is not unique to humans, 
demonstrating consistent prefrontal structural lateral-
ization in the ape clade. Assuming left prefrontal special-
ization for increased structural connectivity in humans 
can plausibly be associated with the evolution of lan-
guage, our results support the notion that humans have 
built their language capacities on a pre-existing neural 
platform present in apes. This suggestion meshes well 
with research linking complex social information pro-
cessing to prefrontal cortex evolution [Dunbar and 
Shultz, 2007] and suggestions that language evolution is 
a special case of the evolution of social information pro-
cessing [Dunbar, 1996].

  Human handedness has been found to be important 
in the context of tool use production [Marchant et al., 
1995], and to be related to structural asymmetry in the 
motor cortex [Amunts et al., 1998, 2000]. Prefrontal re-
gions have  also  been  associated  with  tool  use as part of 
a neural circuit for complex tool use [Johnson-Frey, 2004] 
and as part of general problem-solving abilities [Gray and 
Thompson, 2004]. Our result that humans show signifi-
cantly more relative white to grey matter volume in the 
left compared to the right posterior frontal area may be 
interpreted in terms of structural asymmetries of the hu-
man motor cortex involved in handedness. Handedness 
and associated neuroanatomical asymmetries have also 
been suggested to be present in chimpanzees [Dadda et 
al., 2008; Hopkins et al. 2007a–c]. Our results for chim-
panzees indicate increased relative white to grey matter 
volume compared to other apes in the posterior frontal 
area of both left and right hemispheres ( fig. 3 c, d). As-
suming a link between structural connectivity and func-

tional specialization in the motor system, our results may 
suggest some type of motor specialization (tool use?) in 
chimpanzees, but indicate no structural asymmetry in 
terms of relative white to grey matter volume in the pos-
terior (motor) frontal area. 

  The prefrontal cortex has also been associated with 
planning and coordinating actions towards higher-level 
goals [Asplund et al., 2010; Miller and Cohen, 2001]. 
Moreover, the prefrontal cortex has been suggested to 
show functional asymmetry: the left prefrontal cortex is 
associated with action motivation and goal-pursuit be-
haviour [Berkman and Lieberman, 2010], while the right 
prefrontal cortex is suggested to be involved in the detec-
tion of behaviourally relevant sensory events, particular-
ly when they are salient and unattended [Corbetta and 
Shulman, 2002]. Considering our analyses demonstrate 
that apes, compared to monkeys, indicate prefrontal 
structural lateralization suggesting left prefrontal spe-
cialization, we hypothesize that a fundamental aspect of 
ape versus monkey ‘intelligence’ may involve an increased 
capacity for purposeful action-motivated behaviour to-
wards higher-level goals (i.e. goals beyond the immediacy 
of direct environmental stimuli). Our result that humans 
follow this ape trend, but to a degree that significantly 
deviates from their allometry for relative white to grey 
matter volume, suggests that the human ability ‘to ap-
proach negative and avoid positive stimuli if that behav-
iour serves our ultimate goal’ [Berkman and Lieberman, 
2010, p. 1970] may be the behavioural result of a more 
general ape trend of neural left prefrontal specialization. 

  Prefrontal cortex function has also been indicated to 
involve other metacognitive abilities such as introspec-
tion [Fleming et al., 2010], possibly related to self-aware-
ness. Intriguingly, the chimpanzee yields a right prefron-
tal specialization similar to the one observed in humans 
and lying markedly outside the allometric trend of other 
non-human apes. Together with the general ape left pre-
frontal specialization, this apparent chimpanzee prefron-
tal specialization may open up questions as to what extent 
chimpanzees also possess the neural substrate associated 
with introspective abilities in humans. Such suggestions 
align with recent research observing that in both humans 
and chimpanzees the wakeful resting condition of the 
brain is characterized by a default mode of brain function 
(including medial prefrontal cortex) [Rilling et al., 2008], 
which (at least in humans) is associated with mental self-
projection into the past, the future, or another individu-
al’s perspective. Although it is clear that these suggestions 
do not provide evidence of chimpanzee introspection, 
they do suggest a chimpanzee specialization in prefrontal 
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areas associated with introspection and self-awareness in 
humans.

  Our results also have significant implications for com-
parative investigations into the neural underpinnings of 
increased cognitive capacities in primates as a clade. Neo-
cortical hyperscaling (i.e. disproportionate increase of 
the neocortex relative to the rest of the brain) is tradition-
ally suggested as the primary neural substrate for primate 
‘intelligence’. However, because neocortex volume com-
prises between 70 and 80% of total brain volume in apes 
and between 60 and 75% of brain volume in monkeys, 
scaling trends of more detailed (and thus more function-
ally specific) substructures of the neocortex may reveal a 
more detailed picture. Smaers et al. [2010] indicated the 
posterior neocortex (overall neocortex minus frontal 
lobe) scales isometrically with rest of brain volume (scal-
ing coefficient of 0.99), while the frontal lobe significant-
ly hyperscales (scaling coefficient of 1.19). These results 
suggest that neocortical hyperscaling is primarily due to 
frontal lobe hyperscaling (despite the fact that the frontal 
lobe comprises only around 30–35% of overall neocortex 
volume). Here we build on these results by focusing on 
scaling patterns within the frontal lobe. Current results 
indicate that scaling coefficients along the posterior (mo-
tor) part of the frontal lobe relative to rest of brain volume 
are not significantly different from unity, while scaling 
coefficients along the anterior (prefrontal) part of the 
frontal lobe highly deviate from unity in the left hemi-
sphere (scaling coefficients up to 1.35) but not in the right 
( table 1 ). These results strongly suggest that in anthropoid 
primates the left prefrontal cortex (an area comprising 
not more than 10% of overall neocortex volume) is the 
primary factor in explaining overall neocortical hyper-
scaling.

  Allometric studies of the brain can only be fully inter-
preted in conjunction with studies investigating the ge-
netic, developmental, microstructural cytoarchitectonic 
and functional basis of the neural system. It is also clear 
that inferring specific behavioural implications of cross-
species neural structural variation remains difficult. But 
by modelling quantitative structural changes in particu-
lar brain regions across the branches of the tree of life, 
allometric studies provide unique insight into neural 
structural changes along millions of years of evolution. 
This information can then be used to pose new hypoth-
eses in other fields of brain research. Moreover, consider-
ing the extensive evidence for structural/functional as-
sociations [Carreiras et al., 2009; DeVoogd et al., 1993; 
Draganski et al., 2004; Fleming et al., 2010; Scholz et al., 
2009; Smith et al., 2010], allometric studies utilize an ob-

servable measure to estimate the evolution of the neural 
basis of behaviours often difficult to observe. We provide 
an allometric analysis of the brain area associated with 
behaviours often considered to define human uniqueness 
(action motivation towards higher-level goals, metacog-
nitive introspective capacities, and language). Our results 
demonstrate anthropoid prefrontal evolution is charac-
terized by different scaling coefficients in the left versus 
right hemisphere, suggest that the primary factor under-
lying the evolution of primate brain architecture is left 
hemispheric prefrontal hyperscaling, and indicate hu-
mans are the extreme of a left prefrontal ape specializa-
tion in relative white to grey matter volume. 

  The observed structural lateralization in primate pre-
frontal cortex evolution reflects an apparent neural adap-
tive shift distinguishing the ape from the monkey ra-
diation that may be interpreted as a neural substrate un-
derlying a cognitive grade shift between (great) apes and 
other primates. A possible limitation of our prefrontal 
delineation procedure is that frontal motor areas (spe-
cifically primary motor and premotor cortex) may oc-
cupy a smaller proportion of the cortex in humans than 
in other primates [Blinkov and Glezer, 1968; Brodmann, 
1912; Preuss, 2009]; thus that part of the prefrontal cortex 
may be included in our measure of the posterior end of 
the frontal lobe. Because humans are also found to devi-
ate from allometry in terms of relative white to grey mat-
ter in the left posterior frontal areas, this is not likely to 
alter our results. It is clear that future research should 
look to increase sample sizes in order to investigate the 
effects of intraspecies variability, explore the phylogenet-
ic resolution at which these trends can be observed (be-
tween subspecies?) and delineate more detailed prefron-
tal areas across many primate species in a continued ef-
fort to increase the resolution at which we can model the 
evolution of the brain and brain-behaviour interactions 
in primates.
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